
Skulls can tell us many things about an animal, including the species, its 
approximate age, size, health, what it ate, whether the animal was male 
or female, how many legs it had and even how it died.  Sheep skull.

Spring is a good time to look for mammal skulls. The end of winter is a 
peak period of mortality for many species.
Check ditches !
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Skulls identification is best done by breaking down the skull into its 
parts. For the sake of simplicity, we will stick to mammal skulls here in 
this presentation. There are four general regions to a mammal skull: the 
rostrum, zygomatic arches, braincase and mandibles.
The rostrum is the portion of the skull that contains the upper teeth, 
nose and palate. The zygomatic arches are the bones arching outward 
from the braincase and rostrum to form the cavities known as the 
"orbits." These cavities contain a space for the jaw muscles and for the 
eyes. The braincase is the part of the skull behind the rostrum, that 
includes the cavity where the brain is contained. The mandibles are 
the lower jaws, which contain all of the lower teeth. Mandibular 
condoyle – jaw joint.  Some animals have tight joints with little side to 
side jaw movement (carnivores such as lynx, weasles.  Others animals  
(herbivores)such as moose and deer have loose condoyles that allows 
grinding by their back molars. Omnivores have less movement than 
herbivores as they sometimes are shearing and crushing both meat and 
plant material.
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Distema- space btwn incisors and cheek teeth that allows food items to be easily carried.  
In some rodents (beaver and hare), the lips close across the gap, allowing the animals to 
gnaw with their incisors while keeping dirt, wood chips or water out of their mouth.
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Beaver Skull (herbivore)  NOTE:  Shrews are the only NB land mammal that DO NOT have 
zygomatic arches.
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Bobcat.  Jugal and zygomatic arch are the same bone (the cheekbone).  Define each of the 
parts in this skull.



I made up a skull key for NB that’s fairly comprehensive (med-lg mammals) but then found 
a more image based key from Onatario Envirothon.  Each has its positives
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Foramen – opening in the skull that allows nerves or blood vessels to move through the 
skeleton.  Foramen magnum is the large opening at the back of the skull which allows the 
spinal cord entry.  Placement and orientation of the formen magnus tells you if the animal 
was largely horizontal or vertical in posture ( bi-pedal or quadrupedal)
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Badger (carnivore) temporalis and masseter attachment .  Note beefy temporalis 
connected to sagital crest. Zygomatic arch on this would be very large.
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Black bear (omnivore) with mid sized temporalis muscle and sagital crest and 
proportionally large masseter muscle for grinding forbes, etc.
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What can you tell me about this common NB mammal? I=0/3 , C=0/1, P=3/3, M=3/3    BTW:  
What does the body structure suggest for approx age?  What does the antler structure 
suggest for approx age?  Belly not sagging and antlers are fairly narrow, suggesting a young 
deer.



We often will see a squirrel or perhaps a wood frog while out on a hike but most of the 
time we’re too noisy to more cautious animals. Often, the presence of wild creatures is 
revealed to us only in the signs they leave behind. Tracks, nests, food scraps, and shed 
feathers or antlers are all clues to the ways and means of forest animals. And so is their 
scat.

Poop, feces, droppings, dung—scat by any other name will smell as sweet. OK, not quite 
sweet, but you may be surprised that scat of the non-domesticated kind does not often 
present olfactory offense. If you can get past a basic level of squeamishness, a study of 
these animal signs will reveal much about life in the woods.

We can analyze animal diets and habits by examining their scat. Wild woodland creatures 
eat local and eat (mostly) fresh, although some may try to mix human food into their 
menu.
What if the test mentions “insectivores”  or “piscivores”.  What are they?  Insect eaters 
and fish eaters
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IMPORTANT:  you must remember that scat consistency and shape change with seasonal 
changes in diet.  Moose scat from winter to early spring  is a woodly marble while lates 
spring to late fall scat can be like a thick greenish/black pudding or greenish black pellets 
mashed together in one clump.
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Note:  This chart contains some non-NB species (ie.  Opossum, Ground Squirrel)
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Diet:  Hair and bones – scat will be twisty with tapered end
Meat and organs only – little to no twist, smooth casing and tapered or blunt end.
Fruit – shapeless blobs or loose tubes of crumbly material (pits/seeds) , blunt ends  
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Left  is Vole,  Right  is Shrew (note iron oxidizing in teeth making then rusty red ) Shrew 
teeth do not grow continuously, like those of voles, hare or porcupines. They’re like 
humans with a set of deciduous (milk or baby) teeth and set of permanent adult teeth that 
have to “do them out” therefore they have adapted by hardening their enamel with iron.
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ST weasel - pound for pound these are the most ferocious and hard working carnivores 
you’ll ever track in NB.  A ST weasel with a normal bound distance of only a few cm can 
increase to over a meter when on the chase.
Fishers are the only regular and successful consumers of porcupine in the province.
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Sometimes you need additional clues to id the animal
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Don’t be fooled by prints made from snow falling off trees,  or wind blown dog poo! 
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Why do we need to age deer? By determining the average herd age,  (as well as antler 
characteristics , body weights and lactation /  ovary scars in females) we can infer how 
productive a habitat is and look for potential issues to correst.
Rough aging techniques:  RB- Rack within ears= yearling buck (1.5yr)  L – Rack beyond ears 
=3.5yr
Also, older deer will get belly droop just like humans (note diff btwn L and R bucks).
We’ll be using jaws to establish the ages of the deer here in the workshop.



You will likely have to age and ungulate for the competition.  This you will need to study on 
your own. Tooth Wear and Replacement Method  - deer are aged by examining the wear 
and replacement of the premolars and molars of the lower jaw.  As the deer ages its 
dentine becomes more exposed and noticeable distinctions in in tooth wear occur 
between each age class.  
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Why aged in year and half increments?  Fawns are born  late May-June but not harvested 
until the fall hunting season.  
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Moose in New Brunswick are generally born in late May and early June. Therefore, when 
most animals are harvested in September, they are considered roughly six months, 1 1/2 
years, 2 1/2 years, 3 1/2 years, etc., in age. Although moose may live to 20 years or more in 
the wild, the overall age structure of a hunted moose population is younger than most 
people think. Of the moose harvested in North Dakota that biologists have examined, 
more than 80 percent of bulls and cows were 3 1/2 years old or younger. I don’t suspect 
any different trend here. Antler and body size can help indicate a moose’s age, but physical 
characteristics are often misleading. The number of antler points do not correspond to age. 
Even if it did, it wouldn’t help in aging cows, which make up a proportion of the harvest 
each year.
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